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CLASS OF 2022

The international student graduating class of 2022, hailing from 39 different countries, was honored during a special ceremony to acknowledged for their inspiring achievements.

UT to Host Alumni and Future Vols in Japan and Korea

The Center for Global Engagement will host a gathering for UT alumni, friends, current students, faculty, and staff in Tokyo, Japan, on June 10, and Seoul, South Korea, on June 17.

Office of Asia Engagement Spotlight

In honor of National AAPI Cultural Heritage Month, we are highlighting the Office of Asia Engagement which builds partnerships across the world and supports the local AAPI community.

AAPI Cultural Heritage Month Events

The Center for Global Engagement created a calendar of UT events celebrating AAPI Cultural Heritage Month, including the last AAPI Ad Hoc Committee meeting today, May 10 at 2 p.m. in Student Union Room 360.

Lynn Kiragu Embodies the Volunteer Spirit

Lynn Kiragu, originally from Kenya, shares her story of how UT provided support and prepared her for an upcoming career at Eastman Chemical Company in Kingsport, Tennessee.

In Her Words: Ahoud Algargoush

Ahoud Algargoush ('21), international student from Dammam, Saudi Arabia, and recent Haslam College of Business graduate, tells her story of the rich experiences available to students at the International House.

McClure & Scheib Scholars 2022-23

The W.K. McClure and Mae Scheib scholarships provide financial awards up to $5,000 to support international independent research. This year seven UT students were awarded these prestigious scholarships for their creative work abroad.

Hannah Herrero Earns Faculty Environmental Leadership Award

Hannah Herrero, inaugural Global Sustainable Development Faculty Fellow with the Global Research Office, was recently awarded the 2022 Faculty Environmental Leadership Award.
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